¿Necesitas Ayuda? 919 01 15 89
lun-vie: 9h-20h sábados: 10h-15h

Itinerario

Detalles del viaje: 15 días

Día 1 · UK - night on board
Arrival at UK departure airport ready to check-in for overnight flight to Hanoi.

Día 2 · Hanoi
Arrival in Vietnam, welcomed by a guide and transferred to the hotel. Take the opportunity to explore this bustling city and get to know your surroundings and
relax ready for your trip to the Vietnamese countryside and to the hill station of Sapa. Overnight stay in Hanoi.

Día 3 · Hanoi - Shuttle bus to Sapa - Cat Cat Village - Sapa
Breakfast at the hotel. Set off early en route to Sapa, located in the hills in North-West Vietnam and an area of lush greenery, rice paddies and beautiful vistas.
Arrive in Sapa and check-in before meeting with a l ocal guide for a trail tour which will take you past traditional fruit gardens, vegetable farms and untouched
landscapes before you arrive at Cat Cat Village. Marvel at the beautiful Cat Cat Waterfall, where you will have time to relax to the sounds of the crystal
waterfall. Return to the hotel by car and enjoy dinner and an overnight stay.

Día 4 · Sapa – Lao Chai - Ta Van Villages – Giang Ta Chai – Su Pan – Sapa
After breakfast , depart from the hotel on a beautifully picturesque hike through the landscape of the Sapa V alley . Admire the rice terraces which carve into
the hills as the morning mists rise and the sun shines. Continue on to the Muong Hoa River and pass by the villages of Lao Chai and Ta Van Giay. Cross a
suspension bridge and discover a fascinating collection of ancient rock carvings. Enjoy a traditional lunch in the village before you venture to the bamboo
forest of Giang Ta Chai, a Red Dao ethnic minority village. Return to the road and transfer by car back to Sapa. Spend the evening at your leisure and enjoy an
overnight stay.

Día 5 · Sapa - Ma Tra & Suoi Ho Village - Hanoi
After breakfast , depart for the daily Sapa market , which is a real insight into Vietnamese culture and is sure to be a colourful and vibrant sight. After visiting
the market, head out of town where you can walk downhill across a charming stream to Suoi Ho Village, which sits beautifully upon a low hill. Visit the local
homes and get a great understanding of local life before continuing on to Ma Tra Village, which is home to a stunningly colourful flower farm. Visit the ruins of a
French Catholic church before being transferred back to Sapa. Spend the rest of the day at your leisure before taking a shuttle bus back to Hanoi for an
overnight stay.

Día 6 · Hanoi
Breakfast at the hotel. Enjoy a tour of Hanoi. Start the day with a visit to Ho Chi Minh's Mausoleum, the complex dedicated to Ho Chi Minh and then the iconic
One Pillar Pagoda, built on stilts. Next visit Tran Quoc Pagoda, Hanoi's oldest pagoda on the bank of West Lake and Temple of Literature, which was the first
university of Vietnam. In the afternoon, take a cyclo ride around the streets of the Old Quarter which were named after the specifics goods once offered for sale
there. Stop at Hoan Kiem Lake to learn about the legend of the lake and visit Ngoc Son Temple and enjoy a traditional Water Puppet Show. Overnight in Hanoi

Día 7 · Hanoi - Ha Long Bay
Breakfast at hotel. Depart by road to Ha Long Bay , a World Heritage area of outstanding natural beauty. Travel through the rich farmlands of the delta and
witness daily life of the Vietnamese villages. Arrive in Ha Long and board a traditional junk boat. Lunch on board. The cruise passes by many fascinating islets
and may stop for a while for to visit The Surprise Cave. Dinner and overnight on board.

Día 8 · Ha Long Bay - Hanoi - Danang - Hoi An
Brunch on board as the junk continues to cruise before you return to Ha Long port. Disembark and transfer to Hanoi and Noi Bai aiport for a flight to Danang.
On arrival, you will be met by your guide and then transfer to your hotel. Overnight in Hoi An.

Día 9 · Hoi An
Breakfast at the hotel. You can have a leisurely morning at the hotel or take a take a walk along the river. In the afternoon enjoy guided walk around the tiny
town of Hoi An with the stops at a 400 year old Japanese Bridge, a 300 year old Chinese Temple and 200 year old Vietnamese former merchants' house.
Overnight stay Hoi An.

Día 10 · Hoi An - Hue
Breakfast at hotel. You will be free in Hoi An until check out. In the afternoon you travel along one of the Vietnams most scenic highways to Hue. Stop on the

way at the white sands of Lang Co Beach and at the top of Hain Van Pass for a panoramic photo opportunity. Arrive and transfer to your hotel in Hue.
Overnight stay Hue.

Día 11 · Hue
Breakfast at hotel. Enjoy a full day tour and visit the impressive home of the Nguyen Dynasty emperors, the Imperial City and the Royal Citadel. Much of the
Citadel was destroyed during the Tet Offensive but is gradually being restored. Continue by boat on Perfume River to the Thien Mu Pagoda, Hue’s oldest and
most beautiful pagoda. Discover the mysterious tombs of King Minh Mang and King Khai Dinh before you return to Hue. Overnight stay Hue.

Día 12 · Hue - Ho Chi Minh
Breakfast at the hotel. Early transfer to the airport to take a flight to Ho Chi Minh City. Upon arrival, meet your guide and visit the moving War Remnants
Museum which presents a partial, but riveting, view of the American War. Continue to the Reunification Palace, former residence of the Indochina Governor
General and later President of the Republic of Southern Vietnam until the fall of Saigon. The tour finishes with Notre Dame Cathedral and the bustling Ben
Thanh Market. Overnight stay in Ho Chi Minh City.

Día 13 · Ho Chi Minh City - Mekong Delta - Ho Chi Minh City
Breakfast at hotel. Depart to Ben Tre province for a Mekong Delta tour ,first crossing Rach Mieu bridge. On arrival in Hung Vuong Pier, hop on a motorized
boat on the Ben Tre River, one of the tributes of Mekong River while witnessing the lively activities of local life along the way. Stop at a brick kiln and visit one of
the many coconut processing workshops located along the canal. Take a motorized cart or bicycle along the shady paths and pass by green rice fields and
vegetable plains to discover everyday life on the river. Take a rowing-boat along a beautiful water palm creek before you return to the pier. Transfer to Ho Chi
Minh City. Overnight stay in Ho Chi Minh City.

Día 14 · Ho Chi Minh City - Night on board
Breakfast at hotel. Spend the remainder of your time in magical Ho Chi Minh at your leisure before a transfer to the airport for your overnight flight back to the
UK. Night on board.

Día 15 · Arrival UK
Arrive in UK and end of your trip.
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